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Family Photos

Account Access Information

Financial Records

Genealogy Research & Records

Other Digital Records

Original Work (books, art, music)
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What is Important 
to You?



What are the Threats?

1. Human Error


2. Software or Equipment 
Malfunction


3. Catastrophic Events


4. External Attacks
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What Would You Do If . . .

• You erase your family photos.


• You reformat your hard drive.


• Your backup drive fails.


• Thieves steal your computer.


• Your house gets hit by lightning.


• You are in the hospital with a coma.
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If You Die?

• Will your family know what to do?


• Can they access your accounts?


• Do they know what you want 
done with your assets?


Do YOU know where everything is 
and how to access it?
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Example 1

You are the computer person. You die. 

Your spouse needs to pay bills and manage accounts. 


Passwords are scattered on various notes and bits of paper. 


There is no comprehensive inventory of accounts. Information is missing 
or out of date.
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Example 2

Your spouse dies and they were the computer person. 

You need to know how to access and manage your accounts.  


Your spouse kept passwords in a notebook, but the notebook is 
incomplete, and confusing. 


You can’t even find the $#^&@ notebook!
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Be Proactive 
Develop a Contingency Plan
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How to Start

1.Create an Inventory of your 
important digital assets.


2.Determine your level of 
paranoia.


3.Decide on a backup strategy.

4. Implement the strategy.
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Level 0 Paranoia 
Nothing Will Go Wrong

Even if it does, I don't care.
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Level 1Paranoia 
Protect Against Human Errors

• Learn about your computer.


• Practice what you learn.


• Think before you leap!


• Save files often (CMD + S).


• Use common sense!
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Level 1 Backup Plan 

Time Machine
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Level 2 Paranoia 
Protect Against Malfunctions

• Learn about your software and 
hardware.


• Update software regularly.


• Test and maintain your hardware.


• Keep at least 20% free space on 
your drive.
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Level 2 Backup Plan

Time Machine

Carbon Copy Cloner, SuperDuper,

 or Chronosync
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Level 3 Paranoia 
Protect Against Catastrophic Events

Use a UPS to protect 
hardware.


Install UPS at breaker 
panel for additional 
protection.
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Level 3 Backup Plan

Time Machine

Carbon Copy Cloner, SuperDuper,

 or Chronosync

Backblaze, ArqCloud, 

or Carbonite
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Level 4 Paranoia 
Protect Against External Attacks

• Minimize personal information on 
social media sites.


• Use good password management.


• Think before clicking an email.


• Watch for scams and spoofs.


• Scan for malware. 


• Create a disconnected clone 
backup.
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More Tips

Create a “Go-Drive” — a flash drive or small external drive with a copy of your emergency 
database. This is something you can grab quickly while you run out of your house.

• Files should be “future-proofed” — don’t store files in proprietary formats. Save as 

text, markdown, ODS, ODT, PDF, jpg, png, GEDCOM.

• Include copies of insurance, pictures of belongings, medical records, etc.

• Include apps to read your files.


Create a “Go-Pack” — a backpack stocked with emergency essentials, including your Go-
Drive.

• The backpack should be water-proof.

• Include mobile device chargers, backup batteries, emergency cash.

• Include a notebook with critical access codes.
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Stick to Your Plan!



Implement Your Plan

Sleep better!



Questions?
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